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The Arrival of Christianity in Ireland

Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate the background to the arrival of Christianity in Ireland,
including:
• The political, social and religious background;
• The arrival of and the evidence for Christianity in Ireland before Patrick;
and
• The significance of references to Palladius.
This section requires students to explore:
1. The political, social and religious background in Ireland prior to the arrival of
Christianity in Ireland.
2. Evidence of the arrival of Christianity in Ireland before Patrick (Pre-Patrician
Christianity.
3. References to Palladius and the significance of these references to understanding the
background to Christianity in Ireland before Patrick’s arrival.
Early Irish society provided a great contrast to the society of the Roman Empire. For
example, it had no towns or cities, no central government or no standard currency. Many
Scholars have described it as tribal, rural, hierarchical and familiar. The Tuath was the
basic political group or unit and was a piece of territory ruled by a King. It is estimated
that there were about 150 such Tuath in pre – Christian Ireland. The basic social group was
the fine and included all relations in the male line of descent. The role of the fine was to
be responsible for breaches of law by its associates and avenging the death of any family
members. There were strict rules of inheritance as the land belonged to all members of
the fine and not a particular individual. In Royal families, only members of the deirbfhine
could become King. The Tuath was self-sufficient in law and economy and the ordinary
person rarely went beyond his or her own Tuath.
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Irish society was hierarchical in structure but social mobility was possible. It was
however, rigidly stratified, rank depended on wealth as well as birth. It was divided into
freemen who included the nobles and the unfree classes that included slaves, labourers
and workers. Differences in rank and class were real but in reality, differences in living
standards cannot have been that great. The learned classes were equated with the
aristocracy in rank. It was also possible for one of the unfree classes to acquire status
by practicing a skilled trade. The “men of art” (filid, brehons, genealogists, physicians
and skilled artisans) were very important and could move outside their own Tuath and
maintain their status. They played an important part in the maintenance of unity of
culture in Ireland.
Even though public law in the modern sense hardly existed, the surviving law tracts
suggest the Irish were governed by detailed legal prescriptions and restrictions. Custom
and tradition was very important. The Brehon Laws were what most Celts lived by but
we cannot know how effective these laws were in practice. They were records of the old
customs of society and were handed down orally by the poets. They were finally written
down about the seventh century. The laws depended on compensation for any injury
done. This compensation was related to the seriousness of the incident and to the social
rank of the person involved.
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Socially they were a vain and showy people, which can be seen from the archaeological
findings of jewellery and ornaments. There was a high level of barbarian culture; they were
a ruthless and warlike people. Slavery was common practice as was concubinage, an issue
Patrick had to deal with. The Celts were a superstitious people, they had various rituals
and worshipped many natural elements for example Newgrange was the chief centre for
sun worship. The Celts were given to feasting and enjoyed hunting, poetry, music and
storytelling as part of their leisure time.

NEWGRANGE
The Celts believed that magic forces occupied every facet of their lives and environs.
They did not build great temples to their gods but were highly connected to nature and
used forests and rivers for their religious ceremonies. Sacrifices were an important part
of these rituals. The Celts believed that the soul lived on and therefore were not afraid of
death. They believed in Tír na nÓg (The Land of Youth), the home of the gods but where
humans could be taken. For the Celts Samhain (1st November) was the beginning of their
year. The Pagan Druids offered sacrifices. Other great festivals were Imbolc (1st February),
Bealtaine (1st May) and Lughnasa (1st August). The chief God was An Dagda who was the
“good god” and the father of the people. The Druids were men of learning who were also
the Pagan Priests and men skilled in magic. They gave advice to the Kings who took their
council seriously. Part of the Druid’s role was to give advice on how not to anger the gods;
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therefore, they were considered important men. Druids were often called upon to settle
disputes and decide on rewards and punishments.
The following links may also help your research in this area:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/paganism/history/spiritualhistory_1.
shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/vikings/religion_01.shtml
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiRYm6YGc24

OGHAM STONE, CARRICKART,
CO. DONEGAL
Traditionally St. Patrick has been recognized as the saint who converted Ireland from
Paganism to Christianity. The evidence suggests that Christianity entered Ireland
gradually through unintentional means from the continent and Britain.
Possible means of Entry
1. British captives carried off by Irish raiders – the primitive Irish were expert
plunderers. The Confessio tells us St Patrick was captured in one such raid. No doubt
some of them were committed Christians who passed on their beliefs to the Irish.
Looted Roman coins found along the Northern and Eastern coasts of Ireland are
evidence of this plunder.
2. Contacts made by Irish Émigrés in Britain – the Irish had established a number of
colonies in Great Britain at this time. This allowed contact with Christian Britons and
no doubt promoted the spread of Christianity particularly to the South and East coast
of Ireland opposite settlements in Wales and Cornwall.
3. Trade relations with Roman Gaul or Spain – the Irish had strong trading links with
Roman Britain, Gaul and some links with Iberia. Archaeologists have discovered ample
evidence of trade links. Tacitus also tells us that while Gallic and British merchants
were unfamiliar with the interior parts of Ireland they had good knowledge of Ireland’s
harbours and approaches. Some Scholars suggest that trade was organised and not
casual.
4. Continental Literati (Learned Men) may have sought refuge in Ireland during the
Barbarian invasions of Gaul at the beginning of the Fifth Century – The Leiden
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Glossary gives evidence for the migration of Christian learned men from Gaul to
Ireland.
Activity
The following diagram shows some of the evidence presented as proof of the
existence of Christianity in Ireland before the arrival of St. Patrick.
Divide the class into groups and ask each group to prepare a PowerPoint presentation on
one of the pieces of evidence listed. Students should include as much detail as possible on
the piece of evidence. The inclusion of scholarly opinion would also be of benefit. This list
is not exhaustive and can be adapted to include some of the following as well:
• Evidence of Trade Links e.g. the Irish had the word for Bordeaux in their language,
which suggests evidence of a wine trade with this area of Gaul.
• Roman Coins found in archaeological digs.
• Muirchú’s Life of Patrick – References to Palladius
• The Western Sayings
The PowerPoint notes can then be put together as summaries to be shared among the
class.
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Evidence for the presence of
Christianity in Ireland before the
arrival of St. Patrick

It has often been said that the work of Patrick and Palladius have become combined
and that much of the work of evangelisation done by Palladius has become attributed to
Patrick over time. Prosper’s Chronicles and his Contra Collatorem bring forth information
on Palladius. Prosper states that Palladius was sent to Ireland as Bishop by Pope Celestine
to fight heresy. This implies Christians were sufficient in number to have need of a Bishop
and secondly that Christianity was implanted enough to be subject to heresy. We can
also glean some information on Palladius from Muirchú and Tírechán. However, these
references must be regarded with some scepticism due to the nature of hagiography.
Thomas F. O’Rahilly believes that Palladius was called Patricius in Ireland and worked
there until 461 and was then succeed by Patrick who worked there until his death in 492.
Bieler believed that Palladius worked in the South Eastern corner of Ireland. Bieler further
postulated that Palladius having been sent from Rome would have had a large staff with
him to aid with the process of evangelisation. It may well be the case that Patrick and
Palladius were in Ireland at the same time but worked independently in different areas.
Patrick working in the North of Ireland and Palladius in the South.
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Scholars have done much research on the references to Palladius and their significance. It
may be of help to research the views of the following in relation to this area:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

J. Carney
L. Bieler
T.F. O’Rahilly
J. Ryan
D.A. Binchy
P.J. Corish

DROMBEG STONE CIRCLE
Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate the work of Patrick, including:
• The content, themes and purposes of Patricks Confessio and Letter to
Coroticus;
• The portrait of Patrick that emerges from his writings and their continuing
significance; and
• The nature, successes and challenges of Patrick’s mission.
In this section, students will look at the content of the Confessio and Letter/Epistola
to Coroticus in detail. One approach is to look at the Confessio in themes. It is always
important to look at a document in its entirety as it was meant to be read so it may be
an idea to ask students to read it through firstly to familiarise themselves with the work
before approaching it thematically.
The Following Links provides the text of the Confessio and Epistola:
http://www.confessio.ie/etexts/confessio_english#
http://www.confessio.ie/etexts/epistola_english#undefined
Patrick composed his Confessio towards the end of his life in defence of his mission and
methods in Ireland as he had been accused of being ill educated, blundering and sinful.
Patrick states many times that his vocation comes from God. His writing style was rather
crude, his Latin was poor and the content was very self-disapproving. The Confessio was
not autobiographical but rather a defence drawn up in Ireland for those who opposed him.
In his Confessio Patrick gives us the following reasons for writing:
pg 7
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1. “I want my brethren and my relations to know what kind of man I am, so that they
may understand the aspirations of my life.”
2. “I must therefore speak publically in order to thank the Lord for such wonderful gifts.”
3. “Let you be astonished, you great and small men who revere God! Let you learned
clergymen, heed and consider this.”
4. “My decision to write must be made then, in light of our faith in the Trinity.”
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5. “In order to leave a legacy after my death.”

TRADITIONAL SITE OF ST PATRICK’S
GRAVE
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Activity
The Confessio has several themes; some are included in the following table.
Using the Confessio students could complete the following table as a group
exercise in class. The same activity could be applied to the Letter/Epistola.
Theme

Examples from the Confessio

Confession of his sinful
youth
Praise of God
Thanksgiving
Justification/defence of his
Irish mission for his critics
Forgiveness
Scripture
Money Matters
Conversion
The Letter to Coroticus sometimes called the Epistola cannot be dated but it may have
occurred at a time when Patrick had years of successful missionary work behind him.
Coroticus was probably engaged in a piratical expedition and had found a group of
newly baptised Christians (neophytes). They slaughtered a number and took others
captive. Patrick sent some clergy with a letter to the raiders asking then to release some
of the baptised they had captured. The request was of course met with open scorn and
contempt. The raiders, Britons, like himself were citizens of the Roman Empire and
nominally fellow Christians. Patrick denounced these men in the strongest of terms and
demanded excommunication of Coroticus. To Patrick the raid was a betrayal of the very
idea of the Christian Roman Empire in which he so firmly believed. Some of the themes in
the letter are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Concern for the fate of the captives.
Denunciation of the attack by nominal Christians on fellow Christians.
Demand for excommunication of the perpetrators.
Plea for repentance.
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The portrait of Patrick that emerges from his writings includes some of the following and
has continuing significance.

Patrick’s mission to Ireland had many challenges. He arrived to a pagan culture where
slavery and concubinage were prominent and so at odds with his Christian message. He
often had to pay protection to travel throughout Ireland and was not always met with
positivity. He also struggled with personal challenges such as his obsession with his lack
of education and his boyhood sin. He does however, firmly believe that his mission is
from God and therefore he has God as his guide and protector. His mission was successful
and his Confessio tells of the many great successes Patrick had in evangelising the Irish.
Patrick’s legacy still remains and is emphasised by the fact he is the Patron Saint of
Ireland.
The following links may also be helpful for use in this section:
http://www.confessio.ie/more/article_kelly#article_kelly_3
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/saints/patrick_1.
shtml#h3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybFfyNs_SzU
pg 10
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Celtic Monasticism
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Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate the origins of Celtic monasticism including:
• The origins of monasticism in Ireland; and
• The contribution and impact of monastic founders to the development
of monasticism: Enda, Finnian of Clonard, Brigit, Brendan of Clonfert,
Comgall of Bangor;

GLENDALOUGH
In this section, candidates could explore how monasticism arrived in Ireland and how the
monastic founders listed, contributed to the spread of monasticism in Ireland and indeed
abroad.
Monasticism is based on the teachings of Jesus on renunciation, suffering and
discipleship. In the early Church, St. Paul sustained belief in self-denial or asceticism and
early monastic ideals were outlined in the Acts of the Apostles and were developed by
Church Fathers like Ignatius, Clement and Origen. The main Characteristics were poverty,
fasting, prayer, compassion and charity. Monasticism in Ireland owes its origin to the
ascetic practices of hermits like St. Anthony who retired from normal life to lead a life of
solitude in the Egyptian desert.
This eremitical life of solitude was replaced a community lifestyle (coenobitical) in which
monks came together and lived and worshipped under a common rule. Pachomius –
the founder of a monastery at Tabennisi is credited with first introducing this system
of community life. Even at this early period, monasteries for women were very much
in existence. Honoratus at Lerins founded his monastery on Egyptian models. Poverty,
chastity, obedience, fasts, vigils and Bible reading were characteristic of the model. John
Ryan postulates that in liturgical prayer and hymns the monks at Lerins were in advance
of the Egyptians. This practice seems to have spread gradually across the continent and
into Gaul and Britain from where it ultimately reached Ireland.
Patrick himself speaks of converting “monks and virgins” for Christ. He may have studied
at Lerins and so the monastery may have influenced Irish Christianity from an early
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date. There is no doubting the influence British monasteries had on the development of
monasticism in Ireland. Two main centres dominate, one in Scotland seeding northern
Irish monasticism and the other in Wales seeding the south. British Churchmen like Cadoc
and Gildas influenced the likes of Finnian of Clonard. Candida Casa was St. Ninnian’s
foundation in Galloway in Scotland and was a training ground for monks from Ireland like
Enda of Aran who would establish important monastic centres in Ireland itself.
Many early monastic founders either directly or indirectly influenced the development of
monasticism in Ireland. Some are explicitly mentioned in the Specification such as:
Enda of Aran
Enda inherited the kingdom of Oriel (south and mid-Ulster today), which he successfully
defended against raids from neighbouring clans, but decided to embrace the monastic
life. He studied first at St Ailbe’s monastery at Emly and later studied at St. Ninnian’s
monastery at Candida Casa in Scotland, where he was ordained. On his return to Ireland,
Aengus, the king of Munster, wanted him to settle in a fertile spot in the Golden Vale,
but Enda chose the secluded, barren Aran Islands as more suitable for his ideal of the
monastic life. He founded a monastery on Inishmore. Many came there such as Ciarán of
Clonmacnoise, Jarlath of Tuam. Enda along with Finnian of Clonard are regarded as the
patriarchs of Irish monasticism.
Finnian of Clonard
Finnian was born in County Carlow; his father was Rudraigh, an Ulsterman of noble
lineage. His mother was a Leinster woman called Telach. Finnian was taken to Bishop
Fortchern to be educated. He then went to Tours for further instruction; it was noted for
its austerity, for its sacrifice of physical comfort for spiritual gain. St. Cadoc and St. Gildas
in Wales then trained him. Finnian returned to Ireland where he built his most famous
foundation at Clonard at Meath and under his direction, it became a famous spiritual
institute. He was a Bishop as well as an Abbot. Finnian is known as a great teacher –
Ciarán of Clonmacnoise and Columcille of Iona are among the many to have trained under
him.
Brigit of Kildare
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Brigit’s mother was Brocessa a slave and her father was Dubthach, a Leinster chieftain.
Many stories of Brigit’s purity and miraculous powers are reported particularly in
Cogitosus’ Life of Brigit. She was unable to keep from feeding the poor and healing them.

ST BRIGID’S CROSS
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Eventually, her father, Dubthach became tired of her charitable nature and took her to
the king of Leinster, with the intention of selling her. Brigit however, was destined for the
religious life and received her orders from St Mél of Ardagh. She was also granted abbatial
powers. According to tradition, Brigit founded a monastery at Kildare with an initial group
of seven companions. She is credited with introducing the concept of dual monasteries for
women and men in Ireland.
Brendan of Clonfert
St. Brendan of Clonfert, is often given the title of Brendan the Navigator. He was born in
Fenit, County Kerry in 484. He was educated under St. Ita and he completed his studies
under St. Erc, who ordained him priest in 512. St. Brendan made his monastic foundations
at Clonfert, island monasteries on the Shannon and at Loch Corrib. Students flocked to
Clonfert and it became a greatly acknowledged centre of learning. Brendan is perhaps
most famous because the medieval document the “Navigatio” (the Voyage) bears his
name.
Comgall of Bangor
Comgall was the Son of Sedna, a Soldier and may have been a soldier in his own early
life. He was a student of Saint Fintan of Clonenagh and Finnian of Clonard. He and a few
brother monks lived a very strict and austere life on an island on Lough Erne. He combined
the austerity of St. Fintan with the scholarship and learning of Finnian at Clonard. His
most famous monastic foundation was his monastery at Bangor, County Down. It is said
at one point it housed 8,000 monks. Life there was harsh and adherence to the Rule strict,
but this did not affect its popularity as a centre of learning and he trained many notable
figures such as St. Gall.
The following links may be useful in your study of this section:
https://vimeo.com/31413059
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kn3Jm-02JCQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQiW7iZ-pzA

DEVENISH ISLAND
MONASTIC SITE
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Activity
Using the following template plot the process of the development of
monasticism from its origins to its arrival in Ireland. Students should try
to give as much detail as possible at each stage. You may wish to use the
headings provided or use your own.

Jesus/Early Church
Teaching and Practice

Egyptian-Desert Fathers

Characteristics of Hermitical
and Community Lifestyles

Western Monastic Founders –
Their Contribution and Influence

Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of and
critically evaluate the nature and development of Celtic Monasticism,
including:
• The nature, appeal and distinctive features of Celtic Monasticism;
• The role and importance of monasticism for the Church and society in the
period studies; and
• The change from episcopal to monastic organisation in the Celtic Church;
In this section, candidates could explore some of the following ideas further.
Celtic monasticism was influenced by the general principals of monastic life such as
poverty, chastity and obedience and living as part of a common community. However,
Celtic monasticism developed its own unique features such as:
• Asceticism – Irish monks appeared to embrace the idea of an ascetic lifestyle.
• Art and Learning – it suited the native talents of art and learning.
• Equality of Women – women were leaders of monastic foundations, they could
become leaders and hold positions of responsibility over men e.g. Brigit and her dual
monastery in Kildare.
• Toleration and acceptance of others.
• Community – the Monastery was a central part of community life.
• Exile for Christ – Irish Monks engaged in greater and lesser exiles for Christ
evangelising others.
pg 14
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The monastic life attracted people in Ireland for the primary reason of religion. It
allowed people to contemplate and be at peace with God. The Irish embraced the ascetic
lifestyle, as there was strong belief that a disciple must deny themselves possessions and
pleasures. There is also the opinion of many Scholars that people adopted the ascetic life
as reparation for sins committed during their youth. It connected with the Irish Brehon
laws as Irish law saw misdeeds as needing compensation therefore this connected with
the idea of making up for some sin committed. There was a great sense of community in
the monastic life. The appeal of monasticism to the Irish was especially strong because
of the conditions of the country. Monasticism built a close sense of community at a time
when there were no effective towns. Monasteries were centres of art and learning. To
gain access to the monastery was to gain access to the academic world. The monastery
was also seen as a place of hospitality regardless of class or social background. It also
provided sanctuary for those who had committed crimes and large monasteries would
also have had penitents attached to it, some who may have even committed murder!
Eventually the monastery became an integral part of Irish society. It enveloped all those
people who would otherwise be viewed as unworthy.
Monasticism continued to grow and was very popular in Ireland. It also developed its own
distinctive features. It was an important part of Celtic society. Patrick had introduced an
episcopal system into Ireland but it was superseded by monastic organisation. This was
probably a gradual process and the popularity of monasticism was no doubt a driving
force but there were other reasons for this change such as:
• The absence of government and towns and cities – the episcopal model suited the
Roman Church where dioceses could easily be ordered around established towns.
• Irish inheritance laws kept land within a family and in the monastic structure, Abbots
tended to be succeeded by family relations as well. Therefore, the monastic structure
was similar to Irish family traditions and therefore this familiarity made monasticism
popular.
• Liam de Paor sites the great plague as one of the reasons for the popularity of
monasticism in Ireland – as they were closed institutions they were somewhat
protected from infection.
• Many Bishops were trained in the Monastic system on the continent.
Activity
Using the Specimen Assessment Materials provided by CCEA. Prepare an
essay plan to answer Question 3a.
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Explain the role and importance of the monasteries for both Church and society in
Ireland (25)
Before you start your plan, it is a good idea to look at the performance descriptors
provided with the Mark Scheme. Focus in particular on what is needed to achieve a Band
5 answer e.g. comprehensive understanding, very high degree of relevant evidence and
examples, clear and coherent structure. Keep this in mind as you prepare your Essay Plan.
Look at the Mark Scheme provided. The Mark Scheme suggests what answers may
include but is not exhaustive so do not take the Mark Scheme answer as a plan of what
needs to go in but use it as a starting point to formulate your own answer based on your
own research, knowledge and understanding.
• Remember an introduction sets up your essay so try to include a biblical or scholarly
quote.
• In the main body of the essay, make sure you address the question. This is one of the
commonest mistakes addressed in the Chief Examiners Report.
• Your conclusion should recap on the content of your essay.
You may then want to submit the essay plan to your teacher for correction before writing
up the essay.
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Celtic Penitentials

Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate Celtic penitential practice including:
• The development of the practice of penance in the Celtic Church; and
• The content and features of the Celtic penitentials with reference to the
writings of Finnnian, Columbanus and Cummean;
In the Catholic Church today penance is a sacrament. Christ instituted it and its purpose
is to reconcile the sinner to God as often as the penitent needs it. The rite of penance
consists of three acts:
1. Contrition,
2. Confession and Satisfaction,
3. Absolution.
The penitent must be sorry for their sins and have the intention of sinning no more.
The Celtic Church model of penance is the same model of penance in existence today and
so the legacy of the Irish monk’s influence on the sacrament is great.
Matthew 9:1–8 is the origin and institution of the sacrament by Jesus. The Early Church
struggled with the idea of how many times to offer forgiveness. The penitential practice
of the Early Church followed the example of St. Paul (1 Cor 5:5 and 2 Cor 2:10) where they
firstly excommunicated the sinner and then reconciled them again to the Church. The
penitent had to confess to the Bishop in private but penance was carried out in public.
Penitents usually enrolled in the order of penitents, could not receive the Eucharist, and
had to leave Mass before it took place. They were also expected to do good works and pray
more intently. Penitents wore sackcloth and ashes so were easily recognised as sinners.
Absolution usually took place on Holy Thursday after a lengthy period of repentance.
Penance could only happen once in a lifetime and heavy penalties went with it such as
they were not free to marry or become priests. Therefore, many people left it until their
deathbed to avoid such public disgrace.
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The nature of public penance was so harsh that in the sixth century Irish and Welsh
monks began to formulate a new type of penance more suited to the human condition.
It was a system of private and frequent penance. Monasteries practiced penance out of
devotion rather than necessity and this influenced their thinking on the frequency of
penance. The focus was on spiritual guidance rather than punitive measures. A penitent
had an anamchara or “soul friend” who would guide them on how to amend both their
thoughts and actions. Penances were also seen as punishing the sin rather than the sinner
and consideration of issues such as the age of the penitent and the context of the sin
were all applied when administering the penance. It was not until the 11th century that
absolution was given on the same occasion as confession and before penance is fulfilled
as, we have it today.
This practice led to the writing of a new genre of religious literature – penitentials.
Essentially, they were lists of sins and their respective punishments. They were
guidebooks for confessors, which were pastoral in their approach.
In this section, students are asked to study the content and particular features of the
Celtic penitentials with particular reference to the penitentials of Finnian, Columbanus
and Cummean.
The following are links to the texts mentioned above:
http://medievalbruno.weebly.com/uploads/2/7/5/2/2752477/the_penitential_
of_finnian.pdf
http://www.kingscollege.net/gbrodie/Outline%20Part%20III%20C%20
3%20d.html
Activity
Read the texts of the above penitentials. Ask the class to summarise the
content of each of the penitentials using a mind map.
The following link may be of use:
http://mindmapfree.com/
Students could also make notes on the features of the penitentials citing examples from
the texts. Consider using some of the following as headings:
• Private
• Repeatable – most penances were of limited duration and so the sacrament could be
resorted to frequently
• Sins of thought and action
• Reparation for sin – long penances were often carried out in monasteries to which lay
penitents often retired
• Commutation – allowed for the conversion of a moderate, lengthy penance into one of
greater severity for a shorter period of time
• Contraries by contraries
• “Soul Friend” – spiritual guidance – a private confessor of the penitent’s choice
imposed the penance (This was open to abuse by the unscrupulous)
pg 18
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• Penances were graded according to the status of the sinner as well as the nature of the
sin.
Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate the impact and value of the penitentials, including:
• The role and importance of the penitentials in the Celtic Church, wider
church and society in the period studied;
• The value of the penitentials as historical sources; and
• The concept of sin and forgiveness in the Celtic Church.
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In this section, students could focus on how the Celtic penitentials influenced both the
Celtic Church and the Church on the continent. The value of these documents to the

OGHAM STONE, DINGLE
modern reader could also be explored in light of their approach to sin and forgiveness.
The penitentials helped to introduce the practice of private penance to the wider Church.
By doing so incidentally, the distinctiveness of Celtic spirituality also spread with them.
They had an educational function for trainee priests who could commit a particular
penitential to memory to help them in confession. They demonstrated a very early
system of help, guidance and care of penitents, which saw a move from punitive to
pastoral penances. The penitentials took into account the needs of the individual penitent
and stressed compassion. They imitated in principal the teachings of Jesus on forgiveness
and care of the sick and the sinner. Certainly, the penitentials made a connection between
sin and sickness as they were seen as “medicine for the soul”. The penitentials also
supported the system of secular law in Ireland. Features such as compensation for sins,
fasting and self-imposed exile also had a place in Brehon law. They also addressed sexual
morality (Some Scholars would say there was far too great an emphasis on sexual sins in
the penitentials) and pagan practices.
While there were many positives to the Celtic penitential practice, there were some
negative aspects. The penitent’s ability to choose his or her own confessor was open to
abuse. One might choose someone who was seen to be particularly lenient or even open
to bribery. The system of commutation was also open to exploitation; one could avoid a
severe penance by choosing a more moderate penance but for a longer period. However, it
is generally accepted that Celtic penitential practice was a constructive movement in the
Church.
In the wider Church from the 7th century onwards, there was a pronounced Celtic
influence. Some scholars dismiss the influence of the penitentials and say they were
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based on ideas already present in the Church. However, others would say the penitential of
Columbanus in particular greatly influenced penitential practice on the continent.
The penitentials of course had value in the period they were written and they give a
valuable insight, through incidental information, about society in the period studied. The
following points illustrate the value of the penitentials as historical sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The method of penance used in Ireland and Wales was auricular, private penance.
Confession was seen as “medicine for the soul”.
Although each sin had a remedy, it had to be applied to the person’s situation in life.
Finnian believed in the curing of “contraries by contraries”.
It was the aim of the penitentials to reconcile the sinner to society.
They supported secular law.
They illustrate the connections between Ireland and Britain and the continent.
They give incidental information about society in the period.
They illustrate the moral norms of the period.
They shed light on the role of the clergy, monks and laity in Celtic society.
They contributed to the decline of some morally questionable behaviour such as
promiscuity, drunkenness, superstition and magic.
• They show human nature has not changed much over the centuries.
• Our modern confessional practice has been influenced by Irish penitential practice.
• Some scholars such as C. Plummer and N. Chadwick question the real value of the
penitentials.
Activity
Divide the class into two. Prepare a debate on the following topic:
“The sacrament of penance and the penitentials have no value in
modern society.”
Suggestions for exploration:
One side could take the viewpoint that the penitentials have no value in society today.
They could argue they belong to an era of superstition and are redundant in the modern
world. Students may also want to reflect on the sacrament of penance today in relation to
the frequency and number of people attending the sacrament. The idea of subjective sin
could also be considered and the view that some people do not connect socially accepted
norms to the concept of sin e.g. cohabitation, sex before marriage.
The other side could refute this claim and argue that people still need God’s forgiveness
today and sin, conscience and guilt are part of modern society. Students may take the
view that the penitentials actually show human nature has not changed at all and the
sins outlined in the penitentials still are existent today. Greater awareness of the human
condition and psychology could be explored e.g. the idea of “Soul Friend” still exists in
modern society but today we might call them a counsellor but in practice they are the
same.
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Celtic Hagiography

Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of, and
critically evaluate the nature of Celtic hagiography, including the content
and features of Celtic hagiography with particular reference to Muirchú’s
Life of Patrick and Cogitosus’ Life of Brigit.
This section requires students to explore:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Celtic hagiography?
The features of Celtic hagiography
The content of Muirchú’s Life of Patrick
The content of Cogitosus’ Life of Brigit

Hagiography is a particular genre of writing that involves praising a particular saint. It
is not a history or biography. There are a number of things common to hagiographies
such as the saint is very ascetic and in close harmony with the animal world. The saint
possesses magical powers, is a wonder worker and can see into the future. One of the
features of Celtic hagiography is to bolster the claims of a Saint or the Monastery or area
the saint is associated with. For example, Patrick’s hagiographers were concerned to
promote the claims of Armagh. The value of such writings is usually seen in the incidental
information about the period in which it was written.
The following diagram explores some of the features of Celtic Hagiography
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Muirchú was a priest in the Archdiocese of Armagh who wrote the Vita Patricii (Life of
Patrick) at the request of Bishop Aed of Slebite. It was written c. 661–700 A.D. and apart
from Cogitosus’ Life of Brigit, it is considered to be the earliest piece of Celtic hagiography
in existence. Muirchú actually calls Cogitosus his “father” in respect to providing a
prototype for his work rather than a biological relationship.
Muirchú relies on the Confessio for Patrick’s origins, capture, escape and return home.
He then charts Patricks mission from Rome to Auxerre and then to Ireland. Muirchú has
accounts of how Patrick made his way to Slemish to convert his former slave master, his
first Easter at Tara and how Christianity triumphs over Paganism. There are also in line
with the conventions of hagiography many miracles and curses such as the turning of the
British King Corictic into a fox. It concludes with Patrick’s return to Armagh to die.

© Gleb Semenov/iStock/Thinkstock.com

Cogitosus was probably a Leinster man who wrote around the middle of the seventh
Century. There is a Saint of this name commemorated on April 18th mentioned in both
the Martyrology of Gorman and of Tallaght. There is a great similarity between Cogitosus
and Muirchú’s Prefaces to their work. The Life itself is a succession of miracles attributed
to Brigit. Cogitosus associates Brigit with Conleth who served as her Bishop at the Church
in Kildare. Most Scholars suggest that the most valuable information in the Life is the
description of the monastic life in the Church of Kildare. It is also suggested the many of
the attributes of Saint Brigit originate in the Celtic goddess of the same name.

Activity
Students may find it useful to read and take notes on the content of both
hagiographies mentioned in particular concentrating on the common
features of hagiography.
1. Read Muirchú’s Life of Patrick.
http://www.confessio.ie/more/muirchu_english#
2. Using the diagram on the features of Celtic hagiography on the previous page.
(Teachers may wish to add to the diagram or concentrate on others in more detail).
Make notes in particular on the content that applies to the key features e.g. bringing
Daire’s horse back to life – miracles/at one with nature.
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3. Students may wish to use a table format and can then do the same for Cogitosus’ Life
of Brigit.
Learning Objective – demonstrate knowledge and understanding of,
and critically evaluate the significance and value of Celtic hagiography,
including:
• The historical value and reliability of Celtic hagiographical works;
• The purpose of these works; and
• The spiritual and devotional value of hagiography.
Most Scholars agree that the historical value of hagiographical works lies mainly in the
incidental information they provide on the period in which they were written. They cannot
be seen as reliable in the twenty first century sense of the word. There are elements that
are reliable such as in Muirchú’s Life, he uses the Confessio for Patrick’s early life and so it
could be considered trustworthy.
If one looks at the reliability of Muirchú’s Life, further it is clear to see that Muirchú was
writing to advance Armagh’s claims to archiepiscopal authority. The Life also has all the
characteristics of hagiography – Patrick can pronounce great curses, has power and great
learning some of which is at odds with Patrick’s own Confession – humble, unlearned
and lacking in confidence. In the preface, Muirchú refers to his own bad memory and
acknowledges his shortcomings in accuracy.
The aim or purpose of a hagiographer was to glorify the subject not write a history so
historical accuracy was not the prime motivation of a hagiographer. However, each
hagiographer can be judged on their own merits as to reliability and value. They should
not be judged as histories or biographies. There is also in general a time-lapse between
the saint’s lifetime and the writing, which can also have a bearing on reliability.
If one accepts the features common to all hagiographies, it is possible to look beyond the
miracles and curses and see great devotional and spiritual value to the works. They show
us the perfection of a Saint and challenge Christians to live up to this perfection. They can
be valuable where there is a scarcity of information about the saint and they can show the
hidden political agendas of the time. Some details are humanly suspect such as Patrick
living until the grand age of 120 years old but it is important to remember hagiographies
were written to inspire piety in their readers and promote the cult of the saint.
Activity
Performance Descriptors for AO2 answers highlight the importance of
critical analysis, balanced and well-informed argument, personal insight
and independent thought.
1. Research the topic of the historical value and reliability of Celtic hagiographical
works.
2. Complete Question 4b in the specimen Papers provided. It is a good idea to look at the
assessment descriptors and the Mark Scheme suggestions for the answer.
Class teachers may want to engage in Peer Assessment for this Essay topic.
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Peer Assessment
Peer Assessment is a valuable exercise as it can make a student more aware of his or
her own strengths and weaknesses. Students will get the chance to find out more about
the assessment culture by gaining familiarity with the assessment descriptors used to
assess them. Students can learn from the successes of others but they can also learn from
other’s mistakes. When marking each other’s essays:
1. Students should provide annotation; make a final observation and suggestions for
improvement, if any at the end of the essay.
2. Students should give a final mark to the essay.
3. The class teacher will then remark the essay and concur or change the final mark and
comment.
It may be valuable to distribute copies of essays placed in Band 5 to the class for further
discussion.
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Other Aspects of Human
Experience Section
Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the relationship
between religion and its social, political and cultural context.

© GeorgiosArt/iStock/Thinkstock.com

The influence of religion on politics, society and culture is widely
acknowledged. In Celtic society religion closely influenced the political and cultural make
up of society. Throughout history Church and State, relationships have been interrelated.
For example, in the Tudor period Henry VIII connected Church and State making himself
head of the Church of England and severing the Pope from control of the Church in
England. This decision affected the culture and political landscape in England.

KING HENRY VIII
In modern society, many feel that religion should not be an influencing factor in political
or secular policies. Many feel that in a more multi religious and multi-cultural society the
views and opinions of one religion should not be imposed on society as a whole, especially
when not everyone may share the opinion. One such example of this is the case of Savita
Halappanavar who was refused an abortion in a Galway hospital as, in a historically
Christian country, abortion was against the law. We are living in a more global and tolerant
society and many believe that the influence of religion can lead to intolerance. However,
others believe the influence of religion provides society with a moral compass. Often
religion overlaps with secular laws. For example, “You shall not kill” is both a religious and
secular law.
Students may consider the following issues in this section:
• The place of religion in secular society
• The relationship between Church and State
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• Religious teachings that are at odds with modern societal norms e.g. co habitation,
extra – marital sexual relationships
• How religion can influence political decisions
• Nominal faith verses active faith
• The place of religious law in society and culture e.g. Sharia Law in Islamic countries
• Sin and forgiveness in religion and culture
• Should religious laws be imposed on a country where all the population do not practice
that religion
The following links may help your research:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-20321741
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-25672244
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/judaism/customs/eruv_1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-36435858
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-27307249
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-16522447
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-32065233
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Activity
Using the following table students could research examples of the influence
of religion on society, politics and culture. Students should collect evidence
for each example (newspaper article, link to website etc.) to attach to their
table. This will give the student detail when it comes to revision. One example
has been given for each:
Social

Political

In modern society, many
Christians chose to get
married in a civil ceremony
rather than in a Church.
Some who marry in a Church
may not be practicing
Christians but do so simply
for traditional reasons.
Nominal Christianity.

Many politicians use
their religious opinions to
influence certain sectors of
society and therefore aid
election. Many however,
may not practice or be
committed to their stated
belief.

Cultural
Co habitation/having
children before marriage
are now considered
socially acceptable in
many cultures. It may
however conflict with
religious beliefs.

Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the perennial issues
of faith, prayer and religious authority.

In this section, Students could explore:
• What is Religious faith?
• The place of prayer in the life of the religious believer and the community
• Religious authority
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Faith and prayer are two of the most important factors in the life of most religious
believers. Certainly, Patrick and the early Celtic saints were models of faith and prayer.
Patrick in his Confessio refers to the fact he prayed over one hundred times a day. In the
monastic life prayer was a central part of the daily routine of a monk or a nun. The Celtic
Church produced much literature that can be regarded as having religious authority. The
monastic rules and penitentials for example.
In the three main world religions, they are intrinsic to belief and practice.
In Islam, both faith (Shahadah) and prayer (Salat) are two of the five pillars of Islam. They
are the foundation stones of belief and practice. The profession of faith/Creed is repeated
many times a day and devout Muslims pray five times a day using a series of prayers
and prayer positions. To become a Muslim one only has be believe in Allah and recite the
Creed. Therefore, the place of faith is integral to initiation into the Muslim faith.
The following links may help with this example:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/practices/fivepillars.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNKcewHAyA4
Faith and prayer are also important in Judaism. Recitation of prayers is the central
characteristic of Jewish worship. These prayers are contained in the Siddur, the Jewish
prayer book. Devout Jews are expected to recite three prayers daily and more on the
Sabbath and Jewish holidays. While personal prayer is effective, being present at the
Synagogue to pray is considered best. In Judaism, the Shema is recited several times a
day. It is also the key belief of Judaism – that there is only one God and one must love
God with heart, soul and mind. Jews also put this verse in their Mezuzah’s and place them
on their door posts so on entering and leaving the house by touching it God is on their
mind.
The following link explains more about prayer in Judaism:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/judaism/worship/prayer_1.shtml
The central tenants of Christianity are prayer, fasting and almsgiving. While
there is no specific, guidelines on how many times to pray, Jesus in the New Testament
gave recommendations on how to pray. Luke 11: 1–13 tells of Jesus teaching the disciples
the Lord’s Prayer and then follows this up with the teaching of the parable of the friend at
midnight on persistence in prayer. Jesus teaches,
“So I say to you, ask, and it will be given you; search, and you
will find; knock, and the door will be opened for you.”
Matthew 6:5–13 also teaches to be hypocritical in prayer but do it in private.
“But whenever you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your
Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you.”
For Christians faith is belief in the resurrection and salvation through this act.
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The following links may help with Christian prayer:
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke%20
11:1-13&version=NRSV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+6%3A513&version=NRSV
Further exploration of faith and prayer:
• Is faith in God necessary to live a good life?
• Is prayer an outdated ritual?
• Prayer as a means of communication with God?
• Places of prayer and pilgrimage in modern society?
• A new conscience of mindfulness in modern society and it’s link with meditation and
prayer
Students may also like to look at the topic of religious authority using the following as a
guide:
Religious Authority can be seen as the following:
• Sacred Scriptures of a particular religion such as the Bible in Christianity and the
Qur’an in Islam
• Tradition – such as the Hadith in Islam, the Mishnah and Talmud in Judaism or in
Christianity the writings of St Augustine or Thomas Aquinas on issues such as the Just
War Theory
• Religious Leadership – such as the Pope in Roman Catholicism or Imams in Shi’ite
Islam
• Personal experiences or the individual’s conscience based on study and practice of
the faith.
Students could look at the relevance and importance of religious authority in modern
society and throughout history. Students could consider some of the challenges to
religious authority such as:
• Differences in interpretation and practice e.g. fundamentalist and spiritual
interpretation of the Bible
• The view that issues should be re-interpreted for contemporary societies morals
• The development of science in relation to faith e.g. the views of Darwin
• Traditional views and roles have changed in contemporary society e.g. Feminism and
gender equality in society is a challenge to tradition e.g. No female Priesthood in the
Roman Catholic Church.
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The following links may help with further research:
https://humanism.org.uk/about/humanist-philosophers/faq/so-you-thinkyou-can-live-without-god/
http://www.bethinking.org/is-the-bible-reliable
http://www.bethinking.org/does-evolution-disprove-creation/is-it-possibleto-be-a-christian-and-believe-in-evolution
http://romancatholicwomenpriests.org/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/rs/prejudice/christianityrev3.
shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-36278520
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-34866283
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Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the integrity of the
religious life: a challenge for all times.

All humans have a vocation or calling in life. For some that will be to the married life, to
a particular job such as teaching or medicine and for others it will be a call to serve God
in a unique and special way. The religious life was very attractive to many in the Celtic
Church and the popularity of the monastic life was clear. So much so that in Ireland the
monastic way of life overtook the episcopal structure found in Britain and developed a
spirituality and distinctive nature of its own. Many Celtic Saints took up the challenge
of both lesser and greater exile for Christ; leaving the comfort and familiarity of home
for foreign shores in order to spread the good news. The religious life has always been a
challenge throughout history when we read of the many religious martyrs who have died
for their faith. Even more trials arise in contemporary culture where many faiths face the
challenges of falling vocations and the secularisation of modern society.
Students may wish to study some of the key aspects of religious vocation, which were
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prevalent in the monastic life and consider their relevance in society today:
• Poverty – the idea of not being concerned about money or possessions is a difficult
one for many. Some see poverty as deprivation but it can best be interpreted as being
concerned for the poor and having no care for material possessions. Many would point
out throughout history the papacy has surrounded itself with wealth and that the
Vatican houses priceless artwork. They would argue this could be put to better use
in helping the poor and starving. Some believe that the religious life would be more
attractive to modern aspirants if salaries corresponded to lay people engaged in the
same type of pastoral work.
• Chastity – some consider chastity to be against nature and psychologically and
emotionally unhealthy. In modern thought, many believe celibacy of Priests in the
Roman Catholic Church to be the defining reason why vocations are failing. Many point
to marriage and family life being a basic human right. Those who favour a married
priesthood point to Protestant denominations who ordain married clergy ad indeed
women. Supporters of chastity however, would site the rise in STD’s and the recognition
of promiscuity in society as a reason to promote a chaste lifestyle.
• Obedience – Throughout history, obedience to both religious and civil law has been
seen as for the sake of good order. Abuses of authority in the recent past, both in the
religious and secular area are often cited as a good reason to discredit the very idea of
obedience to superiors, which can be open to abuse. There is a culture where it is seen
as normal to challenge and oppose authority in order to get one’s rights.
The religious life: a challenge for all times – Suggestions for further research:
• Religious communities founded many schools and hospitals in the past. Most
hospitals, hospices and schools are now run by the state.
• The contemplative life is no longer attractive in an era where the world is always on the
move and we can reach everyone 24 hours a day.
• Society urges individualism, but vows are communal.
• The increasing secularisation of society.
• Materialism is encouraged.
• The ideals and morals required in religious life are often challenges to societal norms
and people are often afraid to go against the grain.
• There has been a fall in vocations to the Priesthood and Religious Life in the Roman
Catholic Church and connected to this the challenges of an aging priesthood.
• The lack of Gender equality in the Roman Catholic Church’s exclusively male
Priesthood.
• The advent of a powerful media and a 24-hour information society has caused a
cultural revolution.
• The obsession with creating a good image in the public rather than focusing on living
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an authentic life and staying true to your values.
• Abuse scandals, misconduct of those in positions of power in many Church
organisations past, and present.
• Historical corruption in the Church, double standards and abuses of power such as the
sale of Indulgences and the use of relics to raise money.
• The challenges of the vows of poverty, chastity and obedience in any age.
Activity
Debate the following:
“Religious life is and has always been too demanding for individuals”
The following links may also help in preparing debate arguments:
http://ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/francis-calls-religious-life-prophecyrefers-humiliations
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/atheism/types/secularism.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFXJ7qmldrY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vuyZ90xBpw
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/religion-and-beliefs/
significant-drop-in-irish-numbers-of-priests-and-nuns-1.1856113
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/irelands-sons-turn-theirbacks-on-the-priesthood-2063257.html
Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the role of selfdenial and asceticism in religious life.

Self-denial and asceticism are two key features of Celtic monasticism. The ascetic life was
part of religious practice in most monasteries, it was considered both necessary but also
a positive part of religious life, to share in the sufferings of Christ. Many Irish Peregrini
carried out greater exile for Christ leaving Ireland to set up seats of learning and to
evangelise in foreign lands.
Asceticism and self-denial are closely connected. It has come to refer to abstinence from
worldly pleasures and a withdrawal from the world. It is characterised by a frugal lifestyle
and the renunciation of material goods and physical desires. Fasting and prayer form
part of this lifestyle. Asceticism is part of many religions including Christianity, Islam,
Hinduism and Buddhism. Often self-denial was practised as a means of redemption or as a
way of reaching a higher spiritual level.
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Self-denial, asceticism and renunciation of material goods form the basis of religious life
in Christianity.
Students could research the following further in this section:
• The vow of poverty – is it realistic in modern society for people to renounce all wealth
and material possessions? Is it possible to survive? The conditions of relative and
absolute poverty, the modern deadly sins list where the accumulation of excessive
wealth is classified as a grave sin.
• The vow of chastity – pre – marital sex as a societal norm, the role of the media in
promoting more promiscuous moral values i.e. “sex sells”, abstinence, Married priests?
• The vow of obedience – respect for authority roles, abuses and scandals in the Church,
have they affected peoples view of religious authority figures and establishments?
• Fasting – the issue of abstinence and moderation in all things – the increasing issue of
obesity in society linked with greed.
• Renunciation of worldly pleasures – is this why religious life is no longer attractive to
many? Materialism and consumerism.
The following links may help to develop these research suggestions:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/7287071.stm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-25708278
http://justus.anglican.org/resources/bio/258.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-11565953
http://www.poverty.org.uk/summary/social%20exclusion.shtml
https://www.futurechurch.org/brief-history-of-celibacy-in-catholic-church
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KcLs1JgUho
Students could also explore the idea of asceticism and self-denial in religious life in other
world religions.
Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of self-denial and
asceticism in religious life.

Christianity
In the New Testament John the Baptist was most probably part of the Jewish Essene
tradition. This ancient Jewish sect led a life of abstinence and self-denial. Jesus preached
renunciation and the twelve apostles gave up their possessions and left family behind
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in order to follow Christ. St. Anthony inaugurated the idea of the hermitical life. The
Celtic monks and nuns took up the monastic life with enthusiasm. Self-denial and the
ascetic life through vows of poverty, chastity and obedience as well as prayer, fasting and
rejection of material goods were characteristic of Celtic monasticism.
http://christianity.about.com/od/Monasticism/a/JZ-Asceticism.htm
Judaism
The Essene sect in Judaism was very similar to early monastic practices of living an
ascetic and community life. However, asceticism is generally rejected by modern-day
Judaism as it is considered to be in conflict with God’s wishes for the world to be enjoyed.
http://www.britannica.com/topic/Essene
Islam
Mohammad counselled people to live simple lives and practised self-denial through
fasting and eschewing the trappings of materialism. Muslims are advised to live life to
the full but remember that life is a temporary state. They are encouraged to do good work
especially fasting and charitable giving. The Great fast of Ramadan in Islam is a good
example of self-denial in practice as Muslims abstain from food, drink and sexual relations
from sunrise to sunset. During Ramadan, Muslims are also expected to put greater effort
into following the teachings of Islam and abstaining from anger, envy, greed, gossip, and
are meant to try to live their life in a more reverent way.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/religion/islam/ramadan.shtml
Hinduism
In the Hindu Faith Sadhus are known for the extreme forms of self-denial such as holding
an arm in the air for a period of months or years.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ieDohsuvolw
Buddhism
Buddhist monks and nuns are expected to have their basic needs met such as food, water
and clothing in order to live a healthy life. Deprivation for its own sake is not valued in
Buddhism but much like Christianity the possession of material goods could affect a
monk’s or nun’s ability to engage in religious practice. Moderation in all is important. This
can also be seen in moderation in food as most Buddhists practise vegetarianism.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/buddhism/
Research Activity
Research 2 examples of self-denial and asceticism in religious life.
Students may choose to explore the issue:
1. through Christianity and the vows and key ideas such as fasting or
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2. through exploration of self-denial and asceticism in religious life in another world
religion
Produce a one-page report. These reports can be shared among the class.
Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the relevance of
penitential texts in the life of the religious believer.

The Penitentials were compiled by Celtic monks in response to a change in the practice
of penance in the Celtic Church. The Celtic monks changed the practice of penance
from once in a lifetime for mortal sins with public penance to a form of penance which
is still in existence today in the sacrament of penance in the Roman Catholic Church.
The penitential texts espoused mercy and compassion towards the sinner. They urged
counselling instead of putative punishments. Penances were to be considered taking
age, condition and circumstances of the sin into account. For some the penitential texts
have no value for the religious believer who sees them as lists of sins from a bygone era.
However, the crux of the relevance of these penitential texts in the life of the religious
believer is to imitate the practice of mercy and forgiveness in their lives and to seek to
guide those who have failed to live up to God’s teachings.
Mercy and forgiveness are important traits in the life of a religious believer. There is
also an emphasis today, as in the penitential texts on guidance and compassion on the
individual. Looking at the sin and separating the act from the individual. The penitential
texts also encouraged priests to look at the circumstances surrounding the sin and judge
accordingly.
Guided Research
In this section, students could explore the following:
• The sacrament of penance in history and modern culture
• The issue of communal penance as opposed to individual penance
• Is the sacrament of penance an outdated practice?
• The concept of rehabilitation in the life of a religious believer
• Should extenuating circumstances be taken into account when dealing with sin?
• Compassion for those who have sinned
• The place of counselling and guidance in the role of Priest
• The place of penance in the life of the religious believer in other world religions
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Activity
Discuss some of the above guided research suggestions in groups. Explore
more fully some of the issues that have created the most debate or
discussion in the group.
Students could create a mind map outlining some of the key points relating to the
significance of the penitential texts in the life of the religious believer.
The following links may help your research:
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p2s2c2a4.htm
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2015/01/13/pope-francis-calls-forreconciliation-and-rebuilding-in-sri-lanka/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-34118105
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2014/09/08/the-declinein-confession-is-the-most-vivid-illustration-of-the-churchs-fall/
http://www.catholicnews.com/services/englishnews/2016/holy-year-bringsmore-people-to-confessionals-in-st-peters-basilica.cfm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7950613.stm
http://www.catholic.org/news/hf/faith/story.php?id=31425
Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the perennial issues
of sin and forgiveness: religious and secular perspectives.
This section asks students to look at sin and forgiveness from
1. A religious perspective and
2. A secular perspective.
Sin is defined as doing wrong or going against God’s rules. A sin can also be a sin of
omission, which is not doing right according to God’s rules. From a secular perspective,
the same could be said about breaking the Laws of the country. While in the secular world,
we do not call it a sin to break the law the principle is very much the same. It is doing
something contrary to the law either religious or secular. However, there is a very clear
difference in breaking religious laws and breaking secular laws. The law is something
enshrined in legislation and is very black and white. To break it is an offence to society
punishable by legal means. To sin is to break God’s law and one is accountable to one’s
own conscience. Often to commit a sin and to break the law is the same for example to
commit murder is both a sin and against the law. While sometimes what may be a sin
does not break the law such as to commit adultery is a sin but not against the law.
Sin in modern society can be subjective for many; they may not recognise their failure
to live up to God’s laws as sin. This can also lead to “Magpie” faith – where an individual
chooses to accept certain precepts of their faith based on their own preferences. Such
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as living together before marriage but not seeing it as a sin. The Church has of course
recognised that the world has evolved and this is recognised in the list of new sins for
modern society released by the Vatican.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/7287071.stm
Forgiveness occupied the mind of many in the early church and particularly in the Celtic
Church through the Sacrament of Penance. Irish monks formulated a new penitential
practice where rehabilitation and not revenge was the aim of forgiveness. Sin and
forgiveness have long been connected in religious and secular law. The Brehon Laws in
Celtic Ireland had many similarities with Celtic penitential practice such as the idea of
compensation and commutation of penances. In the penitential texts, priests were urged
to show compassion and forgiveness to penitents. Their anamchara would then help to
restore them back to family and society as a whole. Forgiveness is central to most world
religions and it applies to secular law. Most justice systems aim to:
a) Reform the offender
b) Protect the victim
c) Rehabilitate the offender back into society
d) Retribution – is part of some countries justice systems.
Penitential practice in the Celtic Church based forgiveness on reformation and
rehabilitation, which is the same principle of secular justice systems today. The practice
of restorative justice is very prominent as a means of reformation in modern culture. It
has parallels with the Celtic penitential practice as it aims to judge the sin not the sinner
and restore the sinner back to society.
The following website:
https://www.restorativejustice.org.uk/
Explores the work of the restorative justice council. It explains what
restorative justice is and some examples of restorative justice in action. You may also wish
to link this with the Christian aim of reform.
While restorative justice displays forgiveness in the secular world forgiveness in the
religious sense can prove difficult for some. In Christianity Jesus urged, his followers to be
abundant in their forgiveness of others and the Celtic penitential practice furthered this
through the practice of frequent penance.
Throughout history and in modern society there are many examples of individuals who
have shown great forgiveness and mercy the following links may help students explore
the issue of forgiveness further:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/20257328
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2015/09/10/pope-francis-if-you-cant-forgive-youare-not-a-christian/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wH3JomdgGl4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA966Thtkgc
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-13154300
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgElFYS-wtg
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/mar/07/religion.july7
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-33378848

The Forgiveness Project also has numerous short
video clips from a variety of people speaking
about their experiences of forgiveness
https://www.youtube.com/user/ForgivenessVideo/featured

Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the moral, spiritual
and religious example as revealed in the lives of saints.

The Lives of the saints were written to inspire piety and religious zeal in their readers. The
Celtic saints were often portrayed as having supernatural powers in hagiographical works
but in reality, they had many exceptional values and morals. Many of the Irish saints like
Brigit displayed great tenacity, drive to follow the religious life, and eventually ruled over
men in her dual monastery in Kildare. Patrick was humble and devout in his prayer life.
Patrick faced many difficulties in his life and indeed his mission to the Irish. He stood
up for his beliefs regardless of the cost. The monastic founders placed great value on
education and learning and renounced material wealth in order to evangelise lands near
and far.
Throughout history and in contemporary society there are many examples of both
individuals and organisation that could be considered to follow the moral, spiritual
and religious example of the Celtic Saints. The mission of the Celtic saints can be seen
throughout history in the continuing mission of many groups and individuals such as:
• The Christian martyrs who continued to stand up for what they believed in regardless
of cost. There are many throughout the centuries such as St. Peter, Justin Martyr, and
Oliver Plunkett. Even today, people are persecuted for their religious beliefs throughout
the world.
https://www.youtube.com/user/opendoorsuk explores the concept of persecuted
Christians in the world today.
http://www.saintoliverplunkett.com/#top
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-24864587
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• Many missionary orders today such as (SMA) Society of African Missions continue the
greater exile for Christ indicative in the lives of the Celtic saints.
http://www.smafathers.org/
http://www.mcbrothers.org/
• The Celtic saints’ devotion to education continues today through organisations such as
Oxfam that continue to sponsor the building of schools and invest in education in less
economically developed countries.
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/
http://www.schoolsforafrica.co.uk/
http://www.unicef.org.uk/
• The lives of the saints displayed their adherence to the vows of poverty, chastity and
obedience. There are many religious orders that continue to follow these vows such as
the Benedictine, Passionist or Dominican orders.
http://www.benedictines.org.uk/
http://passionists.ie/
http://dominicans.ie/
• Many Lives of the saints display great disapproval of injustice in society this continues
today through the work of organisations such as Amnesty International and Fairtrade.
https://www.amnesty.ie/
http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/
http://www.unseenuk.org/

Research Activity
1. Choose one example of a group or individual who follow the moral, spiritual or religious
mission of the saints. You can use the suggestions above or choose one of your own.
2. Prepare a PowerPoint presentation on the life or background of the individual or
organisation. Include how they are continuing to follow the example of moral, spiritual
or religious life of the saints through their mission.
3. Present the presentation to the class.
4. Collate all presentations and distribute to the class, this will form a note bank on this
section.
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Learning Objective – demonstrate critical evaluation of the spiritual and
devotional value of religious writings in any age.

© Jackof/iStock/Thinkstock.com

Religious texts are an important part of many faiths. They have devotional value as many
use religious texts for both private religious observance or as part of religious ritual and
worship. In Christianity, believers hold the Bible as a sacred text and use it in worship and
private devotional routine. They also believe that the Bible contains the words and actions
of Jesus and therefore they find encouragement, ways to conduct their lives and comfort
in times of need through using the Bible as part of devotional practice. Other religions
also find spiritual and devotional value in religious writings such as the Old Testament in
Judaism and the Qur’an in Islam.

Religious writings in the Celtic Church also included the hagiographical lives of the
saints. While these may not have had great historical value, they had great spiritual
value encouraging like-minded piety. Likewise, the monastic rule and penitential of
Columbanus still have devotional and spiritual value. The Monks rule inspired the ascetic
monastic way of life and the penitentials urged compassion and instigated a new form of
penitential practice. Therefore, we can see that religious writings are not just limited to
the key Sacred Scripture. These religious writings have great devotional value such as the
use of prayer books and ceremonial prayers to particular saints on feast days as part of
ritual worship.
Guided Research
Students could consider:
• The use of religious writings in religious worship in various religions
• Do religious texts have any value in modern culture?
• Are the teachings contained in religious texts outdated?
• How do other religions use their religious writings in private devotional practice?
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The following links may help start your research:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Zyq06GvOQ8
http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/lancashire/hi/people_and_places/religion_and_
ethics/newsid_9265000/9265076.stm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/texts/quran_1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zwkjpv4/revision/1
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/judaism
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Glossary
Abbot/Abbess – A man who is head of a Monastery/A woman who is head of a Convent.
Absolution – The act of being forgiven from sin. In Roman Catholic tradition, it is made by
a Priest in the Sacrament of Penance.
Anamchara – Soul Friend
Asceticism – Self-denial, abstinence, avoiding all forms of over indulgence.
Biography – An account of a person’s life written by someone else.
Brehon Law – Ancient Irish laws
Chastity – The practice of refraining from sexual intercourse and remaining unmarried,
often for religious reasons.
Coenobitical – Religious orders living a community life.
Commutation – the conversion of one claim to another form such as in the cases of
penance where penitents exchanged harsher penances for easier ones but over a longer
period.
Concubine – A woman who lives with a man but has a lower status than his wife has.
Deirbfhine – Male descendants over a four generation group sharing the same Great
Grandfather.
Devotional – Book used in religious worship.
Émigré – A person who has left his or her own country to settle in another.
Episcopal – A Church governed by Bishops.
Eremitical – The lifestyle of a hermit or recluse.
Excommunication – the action of formally excluding someone from the Christian Church.
Exile – Being barred from your native country.
File – A member of an elite class of poets in Celtic society.
Hagiography – The written life of a saint with the object to glorify it’s subject.
Heresy – A belief or teaching contrary to the traditional teaching of the Church
Laity – Non ordained members of a Church community.
Linguistics – The study of language.
Miracle –An extraordinary event that cannot be explained by the laws of nature.
Sometimes called an “act of God”.
Monasticism – The practice of being a Monk or a Nun.
Morality – Defining the difference between right and wrong.
Neophytes – Newly baptised Christians.
Penitential – Relating to penance.
Perennial – Long-term or continually occurring for a long period of time.
Peregrini – Those who left Ireland as “Exiles for Christ”
Preface – An introduction to a book.
Pre-Patrician – The period relating to before Patrick arrived in Ireland.
Promiscuity – Immoral sexual behaviour.
Reliability – To be honest, accurate and depended upon.
Renunciation – Giving up or abandoning something.
Repentance – Deep sorrow or regret for a past action.
Secular – Worldly things not connected to religion.
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Spiritual – Sacred or concerning religious matters.
Superstition – A belief or an idea that is not based on reason or knowledge.
Toleration – The act of accepting or respecting others opinions while not necessarily
agreeing with them.
Tuath – A tribe or family grouping in ancient Irish society.
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